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Big Picture

Hoiem et. al. 2007 (parts)



2005 vs. 2007

Hoiem et. al. 2005

Hoiem et. al. 2007



Location

I 2D position in the image provides a strong cue for recovering
the rough 3D scene geometry!

Hoiem et. al. 2007



Color

I Color itself has little to do with 3D in general.

I However, since it can be used to identify objects that
correspond to geometric classes, it can be a strong cue...

Hoiem et. al. 2007

I Two color spaces are used to represent colors, RGB and HSV.



Texture

I In other applications texture can be used as a cue for 3D
structure of an object.

I Here it is mainly used for its ability to identify objects that
belong to geometric classes (just like color).

I A subset of the filter bank designed by Leung and Malik
(2001) is used.

I 6 edge, 6 bar, 1 Gaussian, 2 Laplacian of Gaussian filters.



Perspective I

Yu et. al. 2008

I Knowledge of vanishing points
can fully specify the relative 3D
orientation...

I ONLY if the image is well
structured.



Perspective II

Computing statistics of straight lines

Estimated vanishing points

I 24-bin histogram is used to
compute statistics of line
intersections.

I Vanishing points are estimated
by EM approach of Kosecha
and Zhang (2002).

I When there are no parallel lines,
texture gradient may be a
helpful orientation cue.



Spatial Support

I Location, color, texture and perspective cues are useful
when some kind of structure is known.

I Incrementally building up the structural information:
I Pixels to superpixel, superpixels to multiple segmentations.

I Simple cues can be obtained from superpixels, but complex
cues such as perspective requires larger regions.

I Multiple segmentations using different number of segments:

ns ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}
(1)



Step-by-step Example: Input

http://www.rotary-austin.org/documents/website/UT%20tower%201.jpg



Step-by-step Example: Oversegmentation



Step-by-step Example: Confidences

Support Vertical Sky

Left Front Right Porous Solid



Step-by-step Example: Output



Precision vs. Recall

Hoiem et. al. 2007



Pixels or superpixels or segmentations or ...?

Hoiem et. al. 2007

Hoiem et. al. 2007

I Even though superpixels
allow more useful cues, the
perspective cues require
better spatial support.

I Better spatial support
results in better results
(ground truth).



Which cue is more informative? I

Hoiem et. al. 2007

I Simple cues (location and
color) are effective for main
classes, but poor for
distinguishing vertical
classes.

I Each cue itself is quite
effecting. On the other hand
removing only one does not
affect the performance
significantly.



Which cue is more informative? II

Hoiem et. al. 2007



Will I get better results with more data?

Hoiem et. al. 2007

I More data is especially good
for accurate subclass
prediction.



How many segments should I have?

Hoiem et. al. 2007

I Who wants to explain the decline in subclass accuracy after
100 segments?



Reminder: Training set looks like ...



Strengths I

I Multiple cues are used which complement each other.

www.lampguesthouse.com/images/istanbul5.jpg

I Sea is properly classified as support even though sky has the
same color with a higher probability.



Strengths II

I Very accurate results can be achieved even in subclass
categories if the test image is a good representative of the
training set.

...

I Lots of lines to capture accurate perspective cues, and object
ratios are appropriate (people are much smaller than the
buildings).



Strengths III

I Some semantics can be learned from the training data.

...

I Skier is classified as a vertical object. The snow, even though
white and steep is correctly classified as support.



Strengths IV

I Special purpose training is straightforward.

...

I Segment classifiers are trained with indoor images. Label
classifiers are trained with outdoor images. The results are
still pretty good.



Strengths V

I Amazingly works for some very different test images.

...

I Support/vertical plane separation is pretty good even though
image is challenging.



Weaknesses I

I Can you imagine preparing the training data set?

...

I Manual ground-truth labeling is extremely costly. They
manually labeled 150.000 segments!



Weaknesses II

I There is a significant location bias.

Personal photo.

I Even though color and texture consistencies are fine, due to
unexpected class positions, the results are very bad.



Weaknesses III

I There is a significant viewpoint bias.

...

I The photo is taken from a position slightly higher than the
ground plane resulting in very bad segmentation, even though
there are lots of lines to support the perspective cues.



Weaknesses IV

I There is a significant viewpoint bias (second example).

...

I The photo is taken from a very low point resulting in a bad
segmentation (indoor training set is used).

I Fine, the girl is upside down, but should it matter?



Weaknesses V

I There is a significant bias on continuous segments, and

I Reflections and/or shadows can be misleading.

...

I However, they can actually be used as additional cues...



Weaknesses VI

I What is the problem in this example?

...

I Color? Perspective cues? Texture?



Effects of Oversegmentation Parameters

σ = 0.8; k =
100; min = 100

σ = 0.4; k =
100; min = 100

σ = 1.6; k =
100; min = 100

σ = 0.8; k =
200; min = 100

σ = 0.8; k =
100; min = 200



Final Word

I Works pretty well if a similar image is in the training set.

I Removing a single cue does NOT affect the performance a lot.

I Especially location and viewpoint biases are significant.

I Oversegmentation parameters do NOT affect the performance
dramatically.
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